Kafaligonul H, Albright TD, Stoner GR. Auditory modulation of spiking activity and local field potentials in area MT does not appear to underlie an audiovisual temporal illusion. The timing of brief stationary sounds has been shown to alter the perceived speed of visual apparent motion (AM), presumably by altering the perceived timing of the individual frames of the AM stimuli and/or the duration of the interstimulus intervals (ISIs) between those frames. To investigate the neural correlates of this "temporal ventriloquism" illusion, we recorded spiking and local field potential (LFP) activity from the middle temporal area (area MT) in awake, fixating macaques. We found that the spiking activity of most MT neurons (but not the LFP) was tuned for the ISI/speed (these parameters covaried) of our AM stimuli but that auditory timing had no effect on that tuning. We next asked whether the predicted changes in perceived timing were reflected in the timing of neuronal responses to the individual frames of the AM stimuli. Although spiking dynamics were significantly, if weakly, affected by auditory timing in a minority of neurons, the timing of spike responses did not systematically mirror the predicted perception of stimuli. Conversely, the duration of LFP responses in ␤and ␥-frequency bands was qualitatively consistent with human perceptual reports. We discovered, however, that LFP responses to auditory stimuli presented alone were robust and that responses to audiovisual stimuli were predicted by the linear sum of responses to auditory and visual stimuli presented individually. In conclusion, we find evidence of auditory input into area MT but not of the nonlinear audiovisual interactions we had hypothesized to underlie the illusion.
INTRODUCTION
Although it was long thought that information from different sensory modalities only converged in higher-order "association areas," the emerging view is that some types of cross-modal interactions occur within areas previously thought to be "sensory specific" (Driver and Noesselt 2008; Schroeder and Foxe 2005; Senkowski et al. 2008 ). Audiovisual interactions have been especially studied well. Of particular interest here is the phenomenon of temporal ventriloquism, in which the timing of brief sounds drives the perceived timing of visual events (Fendrich and Corballis 2001; Morein-Zamir et al. 2003; Recanzone 2003) . Temporal ventriloquism has been extensively studied in the context of visual apparent motion (AM) in which spatially separated visual stimuli turned off and on sequentially can give rise to a sense of visual motion (Kolers 1972; Nakayama 1985) . In particular, the timing of brief sounds has been shown to alter the perceived direction and/or speed of AM stimuli, presumably by altering the perceived timing of the individual frames of the AM stimuli and/or the duration of the interstimulus intervals (ISIs) between those frames (Freeman and Driver 2008; Getzmann 2007; Stoner 2010, 2012; Shi et al. 2010; Staal and Donderi 1983) .
By devising AM stimuli that selectively engaged low-level visual motion mechanisms, we found psychophysical evidence that the ability of sound timing to alter the perceived speed of visual motion is subserved, at least in part, within early stages of visual motion processing Stoner 2010, 2012) . Specifically, we used AM stimuli designed to engage the cortical middle temporal area (area MT). Area MT is an extrastriate visual cortical area with neurons tuned to direction and speed when tested with smoothly moving visual stimuli (Albright 1984; Dubner and Zeki 1971; Maunsell and Van Essen 1983; Perrone and Thiele 2001) as well as with the type of AM stimuli used in this study (Churchland et al. 2005; Mikami 1991 Mikami , 1992 Mikami et al. 1986a Mikami et al. , 1986b Newsome et al. 1986 ). Area MT's responses to AM stimuli can also be characterized in terms of ISI tuning, with ISI and speed inversely correlated for fixed spatial intervals between visual stimuli (see DISCUSSION for more details). In addition to area MT's ISI/speed selectivity for these types of stimuli, there are two other reasons for thinking that area MT might be involved in this audiovisual temporal illusion. First, studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation have found evidence that human area MTϩ is also involved in the perceptual timing of visual events (Bueti et al. 2008) , and second, several neuroimaging studies on humans have found auditory influences on human area MTϩ (Alink et al. 2008; Calvert et al. 1999; Molholm et al. 2002; Scheef et al. 2009 ). Human area MTϩ is believed to be composed of homologs to the macaque motion-responsive visual areas, MT and the medial superior temporal area (MST; Huk et al. 2002) .
Motivated by the above evidence, we looked for neuronal correlates of this form of temporal ventriloquism within visual area MT. We examined neuronal responses, single-unit and multiunit activity and LFPs, to three-frame visual AM stimuli accompanied by three clicks having ISIs that were either shorter or longer than the visual ISIs. We first asked whether the ISI/speed tuning of area MT neurons, based on spike rates (LFP response magnitudes were not found to be tuned to ISI/speed for our stimuli), were affected by auditory timing. We found no significant effect of auditory timing on ISI/speed tuning. We next asked whether the predicted changes in perceptual timing were reflected in the timing (rather than magnitude) of neuronal responses to our audiovisual stimuli. Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that AM stimuli with auditory ISIs that were longer than the visual ISIs resulted in responses of longer duration (and corresponding changes in onset and/or offset) than AM stimuli with auditory ISIs that were shorter than the visual ISIs. We found that auditory timing weakly, but significantly, modulated the timing of spiking responses to AM stimuli in a minority of neurons. These effects were not, however, generally consistent with our hypothesis. In contrast, we found that the duration of LFP responses to our audiovisual stimuli was generally consistent with our hypothesis. We discovered, however, that auditory stimuli presented alone elicited LFP responses and, moreover, that responses to audiovisual stimuli were not, on average, statistically distinguishable from the linear sum of the responses to the component visual and auditory stimuli. We thus found no evidence that sounds nonlinearly modulate LFP response durations to visual stimuli. In conclusion, we find evidence of auditory input into area MT but no obvious nonlinear neuronal correlate of the temporal ventriloquism illusion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and Surgical Procedures
Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; monkeys S and B) were used in these experiments. Experimental protocols were approved by the Salk Institute Animal Care and Use Committee and conform to U.S. Department of Agriculture regulations and to the National Institutes of Health guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals. Procedures for surgical preparation, behavioral training, and electrophysiological recording were routine and similar to those described previously (Duncan et al. 2000; Krekelberg and Albright 2005) . Briefly, each monkey was implanted with a stainlesssteel head post and a recording cylinder oriented vertically allowing recording from neurons in area MT. The positioning of the chamber was guided by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans obtained at the University of California, San Diego, Center for Magnetic Resonance Imaging. During neural recording, monkeys were seated in a standard primate chair (Crist Instrument) with the head post rigidly supported by the chair frame to prevent head movement.
Stimuli
Stimulus presentation, behavioral paradigm, and data acquisition were controlled by specialized CORTEX software (Laboratory of Neuropsychology, National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD; https://www.nimh.nih.gov/labs-at-nimh/research-areas/clinics-andlabs/ln/shn/index.shtml). Visual stimuli were presented on a 19-in. cathode ray tube monitor (Trinitron E500; Sony; 1,024 ϫ 768-pixel resolution and 100-Hz refresh rate) at a viewing distance of 57 cm. A PR701S photometer (Photo Research, Syracuse, NY) was used for luminance calibration and gamma correction of the display. Sounds were emitted by two speakers positioned at the top of the visual display. The center-to-center vertical distance between the speakers and monitor was 26 cm corresponding to 26°at a viewing distance of 57 cm. Sound intensities were checked regularly with a sound level meter (33-2055; RadioShack) . Timing of visual and auditory stimuli was confirmed with a digital (TDS 1002; Tektronix) oscilloscope connected to the computer sound card and a photodiode. All stimuli were presented while monkeys performed a visual fixation task (see MATERIALS AND METHODS, Behavioral Paradigm). Stimuli are described in the relevant sections below.
Initial estimate of preferred direction. Before mapping the classical receptive field (CRF) of a given neuronal recording, we estimated the preferred direction using a large random-dot patch (37 ϫ 28°) undergoing circular translation (Schoppmann and Hoffmann 1976) . Dot luminance was 20.71 cd/m 2 , and background luminance was 0.67 cd/m 2 . This method allows a continuous and complete mapping of directional responses in a single trial. Ten to twenty trials were typically used to estimate the preferred direction of each neuron. This method has been shown to agree nicely with conventional methods for estimating preferred direction (see below).
CRF mapping. CRFs were mapped by recording responses to square-wave gratings that drifted in the preferred direction as estimated above. Gratings were presented within individual squares of a spatial grid (usually 25 ϫ 20°, sometimes 40 ϫ 30°) with grid lines separated by 5°. Each square (and hence each grating) in this grid was 5 ϫ 5°. Gratings appeared, were static for 50 ms, and then moved for 500 ms. Only one grating was shown per trial. The raw CRF map was interpolated using the MATLAB 7.10 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) function "interp2" at an interval of 0.5°, using "bicubic" interpolation. The location in the interpolated map that gave rise to the highest firing rate was taken as the CRF center, over which stimuli were then centered. Gratings were presented at least four times at each spatial location until the CRF map stabilized (i.e., the estimated CRF center and size did not change significantly).
Determining preferred and antipreferred directions. After mapping the CRF, we further characterized directional tuning using squarewave gratings drifting in one of eight directions at 8°/s. The gratings were viewed through an invisible circular aperture with a diameter of 6°centered on the CRF (see above). The preferred (P) direction was determined using an online analysis script running in MATLAB 7.10 (The MathWorks). With few exceptions, and consistent with previous findings (Huang et al. 2007 (Huang et al. , 2008 , the preferred direction estimated this way matched the initial estimation of the preferred direction using the circular translation stimuli described above. For those exceptions, CRF mapping was repeated using the newly determined preferred direction. The antipreferred (AP) direction was defined as the direction opposite to the preferred direction.
Three-frame AM and auditory stimuli. AM stimuli consisted of three sequentially "flashed" (30 ms) bars (0.3 ϫ 3.0°) centered within the CRF (Fig. 1A ). The spatial displacement (i.e., center-to-center separation) of each consecutively flashed bar was 0.4°. The visual ISIs (ISI v s) between the bars in a given sequence were chosen pseudorandomly from eight values: 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 160, and 200 ms. On the basis of the formula we used to calculate physical speed [speed ϭ 0.4°/(30 ms ϩ ISI v )], these eight ISI v s corresponded to speeds of 8, 5.71, 4.44, 3.64, 3.08, 2.67, 2.11, and 1.74°/s. ISI v s and speed covaried (inversely) but we will refer mostly to ISI v s rather than speeds when discussing our results. The luminance of each bar was 21.71 cd/m 2 , and the background was 0.67 cd/m 2 . Auditory stimuli were three successive 10-ms clicks. Each click comprised a rectangular-windowed 480-Hz sine wave carrier, sampled at 22 kHz with 8-bit quantization. The sequence of three clicks was temporally centered with respect to the three visual frames ( Fig. 1B) .
For each trial, three visual frames were presented in both the P and AP directions with a 600-ms temporal offset between the two AM stimuli (i.e., between the end and the start of the flashed bars in each of the AM stimuli). The order of P and AP directions (i.e., P then AP vs. AP then P) was chosen pseudorandomly. As shown in Fig. 1B , each neurophysiological recording included a mixture of two audiovisual (AV) stimulus conditions, shorter (auditory ISIs were 20 ms) and longer (auditory ISIs were 50 ms longer than visual ISIs), and one visual-only (V: no clicks) stimulus condition. The two audiovisual conditions thus had the same number of auditory events, but with different timings. These two audiovisual conditions, together with the visual-only condition, constitute the three main audiovisual configurations in our experiments. In addition, some recording sessions (n ϭ 38) included two auditory-only (A) shorter and longer conditions. These conditions were restricted to four visual ISIs (i.e., shorter and longer conditions of 20-, 60-, 100-, and 160-ms visual ISIs) and, excepting the absence of visual stimuli, were identical to corresponding audiovisual shorter and longer conditions. Since there were no P and AP directions for these conditions, the number of trials for each of these conditions was half of those in the corresponding AV and V conditions so that the number of stimulus presentations was the same for all conditions. Conditions were intermixed pseudorandomly and were presented 16 times during each recording session, with the exception of 3 recording sessions, for which each AM stimulus condition was presented 10 -12 times.
Behavioral Paradigm
Eye position was sampled at 60 Hz using an infrared video-based tracking system (ISCAN, Burlington, MA). Monkeys were required to maintain fixation on a small (0.2°diameter) centrally located red spot within a 2 ϫ 2°window during each experimental trial. This window allowed for drifts in the centering of eye position on the fixation target: deviations from fixation were typically very much less than half of this window size. In each trial, after the monkey had acquired and maintained fixation for 400 ms (Fig. 1B) , the visual stimulus appeared. After the offset of the last visual flash, the fixation spot remained for another 300 ms. Upon successful completion of a trial, monkeys were rewarded with juice. Trials were separated by a 1-s intertrial interval in addition to the time it took for the monkey to achieve fixation.
Electrophysiological Recording
We recorded neuronal activity using tungsten microelectrodes (FHC; 3-5 M⍀ base impedance), which were driven into cortex using a hydraulic micropositioner (model 650; David Kopf Instruments). Neurophysiological signals were filtered, sorted, and stored using the Plexon system (Plexon, Dallas, TX). The electrode signal was passed through a headstage with unit gain and then split to separately extract spiking activity and LFPs. For LFPs, the signal was filtered by a band-pass hardware filter (3-90-Hz range) before being amplified and digitized at 1 kHz. For spike recordings, the signal was band-pass filtered between 250 and 8,000 Hz, amplified, and digitized at 40 kHz. Single-unit spiking activity was then isolated using a window discriminator.
MRI scans were used to guide electrode placement. We identified area MT by its characteristically large proportion of directionally selective cells, its small CRFs relative to those of neighboring area MST, and its location on the posterior bank of the superior temporal Fig. 1 . A: visual stimuli. Apparent motion (AM) stimuli consisted of three flashed bars. AM stimuli were centered within the receptive field. Motion was either in the preferred (P) or antipreferred (AP) direction of the recorded neuron(s). B: visual and auditory stimulus timing for each audiovisual configuration. Visual bars and auditory clicks are indicated by black rectangles and blue squares, respectively. The three clicks were temporally centered relative to the three bars. Relative durations of each visual and auditory event are indicated by the thickness of black rectangles and blue squares, respectively (height of these icons distinguishes stimulus modality). Four hundred milliseconds after fixation acquisition, AM stimuli first moved either in the P or in the AP direction and then moved in the opposite direction after an interval of 600 ms. Interstimulus intervals between each bar presentation [visual interstimulus intervals (ISI v s)] varied from 20 to 200 ms. Visual-only (V) stimuli had no sounds (i.e., clicks). For audiovisual (AV) stimuli, the clicks had auditory interstimulus intervals (ISI a s) that were either shorter (AV shorter) or longer (AV longer) than the ISI v s. Previous studies have found that the shorter condition is perceived as moving faster than the longer condition, consistent with a reduction in the perceived ISI v . In a subset of recording sessions, we also presented auditoryonly stimuli that were identical to AV stimuli but without visual stimuli (see MATERIALS AND METHODS).
sulcus. Recording depths of physiologically identified MT neurons agreed well with the expected anatomical location based on structural MRI scans. Action potentials were classified as "single unit" (i.e., as coming from an individual neuron) if those waveforms were, on the basis of the raw waveforms and the principal component analysis of the Plexon spike sorter, clearly clustered and distinct from the baseline noise and other clusters of spikes. Action potentials that crossed a magnitude threshold and had stable waveforms but did not meet the criteria for a single unit were grouped together and classified as "multiunit."
Data Analysis
We analyzed neuronal responses with software developed by us and written in MATLAB 7.10 (The MathWorks). Details of our response metrics are given below.
ISI Tuning
Spike analyses for ISI tuning. The first hypothesis we tested was that the ISI/speed tuning of neuronal responses in area MT reflected selectivity for perceived ISI/speed as influenced by auditory timing. We thus predicted that ISI tuning would be shifted to reflect the shifts in perceived speed as observed in previous studies using these stimuli. This prediction rests on two assumptions: 1) Monkeys passively fixating while viewing these stimuli are subject to the temporal ventriloquism illusion documented in human subjects, and 2) area MT neurons are tuned to the perceived rather than the physical ISI between AM frames. To test this prediction, we computed ISI tuning curves for responses to AM stimuli moving in these P and AP directions and then for the response differences (P-AP) to those two directions. To ensure that our computation of average firing rate for each stimulus presentation included onset and offset responses (the timing and magnitude of which might be modulated by the sounds), we conservatively averaged over a response window beginning at the onset of the first visual frame and ending 200 ms after the onset of the third (final) frame. This response window necessarily varied with ISI of the visual stimuli (ISI v ) thereby introducing a potential confounder in the interpretation of P and AP ISI tuning curves. If, for example, responses were identical in amplitude and duration for all ISI v s, then computing the average firing rate over a larger response window for longer ISI v s would yield tuning curves that appear to favor shorter ISI v s. Indeed, such apparent low-pass ISI tuning is the dominant trend in the ISI tuning curves computed for the P direction and, to a lesser degree, for the AP direction. Although drawing conclusions about ISI tuning from the shape of P or AP ISI tuning curves is problematic because of this response window confounder, an impact of auditory stimulation on ISI tuning for P and AP stimuli can be inferred from significant interactions between ISI v and audiovisual configuration (2-way ANOVA: visual ISI and audiovisual configuration as factors). As discussed in MATERIALS AND METHODS, Stimuli, there were three main audiovisual configurations: AV shorter, AV longer, and visualonly. Significant interactions would indicate that the presence and/or timing of auditory stimulation affected ISI tuning.
Since P and AP responses were computed over the same time period, ISI tuning curves based on P minus AP responses (yielding a measure of direction selectivity) do not suffer from the response window confounder discussed above: the difference between them thus accurately identifies how directional selectivity varies as a function of ISI v . Previous studies similarly examined directional selectivity for AM stimuli with different ISI v s on the basis of P-AP responses (Mikami 1991 (Mikami , 1992 . In our study, we presented P and AP directions in the same trial ( Fig. 1B) and thus had a trial-by-trial measure of P-AP and hence of directional selectivity. The impact of ISI v and audiovisual configuration on directional selectivity (P-AP responses) was examined by two-way ANOVA (visual ISI and audiovisual configuration as factors).
LFP analyses for ISI tuning. Raw LFP signals from each trial were first filtered with a second-order notch filter (quality factor 10) with a 60-Hz center frequency to remove 60-Hz noise artifacts. To compute ISI tuning curves from each recording session, single-trial instantaneous LFP amplitudes were extracted by wavelet decomposition (Morlet wavelets) on 92 scales from 1 to 92 Hz. For frequencies lower than 30 Hz, we defined frequency bands using the conventions of human electroencephalography (EEG frequency bands): , 4 -8 Hz; ␣, 8 -12 Hz; ␤, 13-30 Hz (Buzsáki 2006) . For frequencies higher than 30 Hz (␥-band) and up to 90 Hz, we used successive, nonoverlapping, 30-Hz-wide bands (␥ 1 , 30 -60 Hz; ␥ 2 , 60 -90 Hz).
Mean LFP amplitude over time for each frequency band was computed by averaging wavelet-transformed amplitudes over each of these five frequency ranges. These frequency-specific average magnitudes were summed over the same temporal interval used to measure neuronal responses and then divided by that interval. For each trial, we computed these magnitudes for P, AP, and P-AP. We analyzed LFP tuning curves using ANOVA as described above for spike data. We also used a bootstrap procedure to test for significant differences between P and AP (see MATERIALS AND METHODS, Audiovisual Interactions, below) .
Response Timing
We also tested the hypothesis that the timing of the auditory stimuli shifted the timing of neuronal responses to the visual AM stimuli.
Spiking dynamics. To identify auditory timing-induced changes in spiking dynamics, we first determined whether each neuron responded significantly to AM stimuli moving in the P and/or AP directions and whether the response difference between these directions (P-AP) significantly varied across time. For each trial of each condition, spikes were counted in 10-ms time bins beginning at the onset of the first AM frame and ending 200 ms after the last frame. We then performed a two-way ANOVA (time bin and audiovisual configuration as factors) for each ISI v condition and direction (i.e., P, AP, and P-AP). Audiovisual configurations again consisted of AV shorter, AV longer, and visual-only. In subsequent analyses, we only used recordings in which spike responses varied significantly with time bin, which merely indicated a significant response to the stimulus in question: estimating response duration obviously only makes sense for significant responses. Nonsignificant cases were typically for stimuli with large ISI v s for which neuronal responses were weak.
We hypothesized that the timing of each auditory event (i.e., click) would shift (or "capture") the timing of neuronal responses to each visual event (i.e., AM frame) in the direction of the auditory timing. This hypothesis follows from the assumption that changes in perceived visual ISI (ISI v ) result from auditory-induced changes in the timing of the responses to the individual visual events. On the basis of this assumption and our previous demonstration of auditory-induced changes in perceived ISI v /speed of AM stimuli Stoner 2010, 2012) , we specifically hypothesized that the response duration for the longer auditory timing condition would be longer than for the shorter auditory timing condition.
To estimate response duration, we first estimated onset and offset latencies, using methods adapted from previous studies (Huang et al. 2007; Kayser et al. 2008; Maunsell and Gibson 1992) . First, for each neuron, the peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs with 10-ms bins) were smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay (SG) filter with a third-degree underlying polynomial and a window size of five bins. We estimated the mean and the standard deviation of the baseline firing rate over the 170-ms period before the onset of the first click in the longer auditory condition. We established the onset latency by first locating the first three successive bins that exceeded the baseline rate by three standard deviations. The onset latency was then taken to be the middle time point of the first bin. To calculate the offset latency, we examined activity beginning 50 ms after physical motion offset (corresponding to 20 ms after the offset of the last click in the longer auditory condition). We determined the first three successive bins that were within three standard deviations of the baseline rate. The offset latency was taken to be the middle time point of the third bin. Response durations were then computed as the difference between onset and offset latencies.
Additionally, we estimated the response duration of the averaged neuronal responses observed in the population PSTHs. To compute the population PSTHs, the raw PSTHs (10-ms bins) for each neuron were first normalized to the maximum response across all conditions. These normalized PSTHs were then averaged across those neurons having neuronal responses that showed significant dependency on time bin (i.e., were significantly modulated by the stimulus). This population PSTH was then smoothed with an SG filter with a thirddegree underlying polynomial and a window size of five bins. The response durations in these averaged PSTHs were then estimated as described above. The SG filter, also known as a digital smoothing filter, has been commonly used to remove high-frequency ripples from averaged activity (e.g., Huang and Lisberger 2013; Huang et al. 2007 ). In our data analysis, we carefully arranged the width and degree of SG filter such that the filtering procedure preserved the location and shape of the averaged spiking activity. We also confirmed that the filtering procedure did not introduce a significant artifact in the estimates of response duration.
LFP dynamics. For each recording location, we computed the normalized LFP amplitudes within each of five frequency bands (see above). To do so, we first averaged all of the trial-by-trial LFPs for each experimental stimulus. We then filtered these average responses with a second-order notch filter (quality factor 10) with a 60-Hz center frequency. Notch filters have been commonly used to remove line noise in LFP signals (e.g., Wang et al. 2011) . We adjusted the filter parameters in controlled and initial data analyses so that filtering was mostly restricted to frequencies~60 Hz. Instantaneous amplitude was extracted by wavelet decomposition (Morlet wavelets) on 92 scales from 1 to 92 Hz. These wavelet-transformed data were normalized to the maximum amplitude within that session. The mean LFP amplitudes for each frequency band were then computed by averaging the wavelet-transformed normalized amplitudes within each of the five frequency ranges. For the lowest frequencies analyzed (e.g., 10 Hz), the wavelet procedure substantially temporally blurs the amplitude signal, which can result in low-frequency, i.e., (4 -8 Hz) and ␣ (8 -12 Hz), responses that appear to commence before stimulus onset. Additionally, for the highest frequency range (␥ 2 , 60 -90 Hz), the effect of blurring over the frequency domain becomes dominant over the baseline power during the first 70 ms of the wavelet-transformed amplitude. To minimize these problems, we used frequency bandspecific methods to estimate response durations (see below).
As we did for the spike data, we estimated response durations by subtracting the onset latency from the offset latency. Forand ␣-frequencies, we computed the onset and offset latencies using an approach similar to that used by Sundberg et al. (2012) . We first estimated the midpoint of maximum and minimum LFP amplitudes [i.e., 0.5 ϫ (maximum Ϫ minimum) ϩ minimum]. We established the onset latency by locating the first 20 successive 1-ms bins that exceeded this midpoint estimate. The onset latency was taken to be the first of these bins. We estimated offset latency within the period beginning 50 ms after the visual stimulus offset (corresponding to 20 ms after the offset of the last click in the longer auditory condition). The offset latency was taken to be the first of the 20 successive 1-ms bins with values that fell below the midpoint value. For ␤-, ␥ 1 -, and ␥ 2 -frequency bands, we computed onset and offset latencies by using mean baseline amplitudes plus standard deviations as the reference point. To accurately estimate the amplitude and standard deviation of baseline activity, we used time windows that were outside the blurring effects that arise from wavelet transform (Chandran KS et al. 2016 ). The starting points of these windows were 200, 200, and 100 ms before visual motion onset for the ␤-, ␥ 1 -, and ␥ 2 -frequency bands, respectively. The corresponding end points of these baseline time windows were 80, 50, and 30 ms before visual motion onset.
To compute response onset, we looked for the first 20 consecutive bins after the end of the baseline window that had values exceeding the baseline amplitude by at least 3 standard deviations. The onset was taken to be the first of these 20 consecutive points. Similarly, we looked for the response offset beginning 50 ms after visual motion offset with the offset taken to be the first of 20 consecutive points that lay within 3 standard deviations of the baseline amplitude.
Audiovisual Interactions
To determine whether LFPs to audiovisual stimuli reflected nonadditive audiovisual interactions, responses to audiovisual (AV) stimuli were compared with the arithmetic sum of responses to auditoryonly (A) stimuli and responses to visual-only (V) stimuli. We applied a bootstrap procedure using averaged normalized LFPs (see above) from the audiovisual, auditory-only, and visual-only stimuli from each recording session in which we included auditory-only conditions (n ϭ 38). For each AV response having corresponding auditory-only and visual-only responses (i.e., 20-, 60-, 100-, and 160-ms visual ISI conditions), we generated a data set including all A and V pairwise combinations (n ϭ 38 ϫ 38). We then randomly selected a sample from this data set and computed the summed response (AϩV). This bootstrap procedure was repeated 10,000 times, yielding 10,000 summed unisensory response samples. From these bootstrap samples, the mean summed response and 99% confidence intervals were estimated for each data point in time. For each time point, we asked whether the actual bimodal AV responses were either significantly larger (superadditive) or smaller (subadditive) than the summed "unisensory" signals (AϩV). This criterion was met if the AV responses were outside the range of the confidence intervals of the AϩV response. Additionally, to assess superadditive and subadditive effects for each frequency band, we applied the same approach on the wavelet-transformed LFP amplitudes. Because of the nonlinearity of the wavelet transformation (Senkowski et al. 2007) , unisensory responses were summed before the wavelet transformation. We also used this same general approach to compare P and AP LFP responses.
Analysis of Eye Movements
To address the possible influences of eye movements (which might be elicited by auditory stimuli) on LFP activity, we measured 1) mean eye position and 2) standard deviation of eye position for each trial of the three main audiovisual configurations (AV shorter, AV longer, and visual-only) for all visual ISIs. We then performed ANOVA and t-tests to determine whether the mean and standard deviation of eye position differed as a function of the presence of auditory stimuli, auditory timing, and visual ISI.
RESULTS
ISI Tuning
Spike tuning curves. We analyzed 152 neuronal recordings, including both single units (n ϭ 97) and multiunits (n ϭ 55). Receptive field eccentricities ranged from 0.50 to 11.51°, with a median eccentricity of 7.16°. As we found no consistent difference in the pattern of results from single-unit and multiunit recordings, we henceforth refer to both as unit recordings. For each recording, we presented three-frame AM stimuli with varying visual ISIs (i.e., temporal separations between each flash) in the preferred (P) and antipreferred (AP) directions. Figure 2 shows responses from an example unit recording. For this neuron, the difference in response magnitudes for the P and AP directions (i.e., directional selectivity) was greatest for the smallest visual ISI (ISI v ). As the ISI v was increased, the average spiking rate decreased (mostly for the P direction). For ISI v s Ͼ80 ms, the response magnitudes for the two directions converged with resultant loss of directional selectivity. This dependency on ISI v is clearly seen in the ISI tuning curves estimated from the responses of the same neuron (Fig. 3) . As discussed in MATERIALS AND METHODS, we did not look for significant ISI v tuning for the P and AP tuning curves because of the response window confounder. The ANOVA test (visual ISI and audiovisual configuration as factors) applied to the P-AP tuning curves (Fig. 3, right) revealed that directional selectivity (P-AP) was significantly dependent on ISI v (F 7,360 ϭ 26.32, P Ͻ 0.0001). Moreover, this example of P-AP tuning, like those from most recordings showing significant P-AP ISI v tuning, exhibited low-pass tuning over the ISI v range we examined (Fig. 3C ). Note that because of the inverse relationship between ISI v and speed, low-pass ISI tuning implies high-pass speed tuning and vice versa. The firing rate of this neuron was not, however, significantly modulated by the auditory stimuli: We observed no main effect (F 2,360 ϭ 2.46, P ϭ 0.0871) of audiovisual configuration (i.e., neither the presence nor the timing of auditory stimuli had a significant effect on firing rate). And most important, there was no significant interaction between audiovisual configuration and ISI v for the P-AP ISI tuning curve (F 14,360 ϭ 0.46, P ϭ 0.9509) and hence no evidence of an auditory-induced change in ISI v tuning.
We found that 59 of our 152 unit recordings were significantly ISI v tuned for P-AP (39%). Of the total population, 13 (~8.5%) units exhibited a significant main effect of audiovisual configuration and 9 (~6%) units exhibited 2-way interactions. We next asked whether the presence of auditory stimulation and/or auditory timing had a significant impact on response rate for the 59 units that exhibited significant P-AP ISI v tuning. Only four of these units were significantly impacted by audiovisual configuration (~6.7%). Within this subset of neurons, there was only one unit recording (~1.6%) that exhibited a significant interaction between audiovisual configuration and ISI v . These very low numbers of unit recordings and percentages indicate that auditory stimulation had no meaningful and consistent effect on ISI tuning or, more generally, on neuronal response magnitudes. On the basis of these findings, we reject the hypothesis that ISI v tuning within MT is sensitive to the timing of accompanying auditory stimulus.
LFP tuning curves. As described in the following sections, all AM stimuli elicited significant LFP responses as observed in both the raw LFP and in the wavelet-transformed LFP amplitudes (over the frequency ranges used in this study). As with the unit recordings, we looked for significant interactions between ISI v and audiovisual configuration for the P-AP responses. For the LFP recordings, we did this for each of the five frequency bands examined. Unlike what was found for the unit recordings, LFP response magnitudes for P and AP directions were not statistically different for most cases. Therefore, the number of cases (broken into frequency bands) with significant direction tuning was low (Table 1) . Moreover, these few significant cases did not have the typical (low-pass, bandpass, or high-pass) morphology associated with ISI tuning, consistent with the conclusion that these cases were just the spurious deviations expected by chance. We also looked at the number of recordings with significant effects of audiovisual configuration and two-way interaction out of this limited subset of recordings. Again, the number of significant cases was very small (Table 1) .
Response Timing
Spiking dynamics. We next asked whether auditory timing modulated neuronal response timing in a manner consistent with the effects on perceived timing. We first tested the general hypothesis that auditory events influenced the dynamics of neuronal response in area MT. The testing of this hypothesis was restricted to recordings with significant responses to AM stimuli (average normalized responses of significant cases for 20-ms ISI v are shown in Fig. 4 ). Across all ISI v s (152 neurons ϫ 8 ISI v conditions), we found that 83% of the units responded significantly to the AM stimuli (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) for the P direction. The percentages of significant cases for AP and P-AP were 82 and 39%, respectively. To determine whether sounds modulated the dynamics of these significant responses, we looked for significant interactions between time and audiovisual configuration (AV shorter, AV longer, and visual-only). Of these units that responded significantly to the AM stimuli, the percentages with significant modulation (P Ͻ 0.05) were 16, 14, and 6% for P, AP, and P-AP, respectively. These percentages are greater than the 5% expected by chance and hence suggest that auditory timing influenced the response timing of some area MT neurons.
Given this evidence of an influence on neuronal response timing, we next tested the more specific hypothesis that the duration of neuronal responses for the shorter auditory timing was shorter than for the longer condition (Fig. 5 ). As shown by 12 4 (2) 4 (1) ␣ (8-12 Hz) 5 3 (0) 3 (0) ␤ (13-30 Hz) 5 2 (1) 3 (1) ␥ 1 (30-60 Hz) 10 1 (0) 1 (0) ␥ 2 (60-90 Hz) 4 0 (0) 2 (1) Visual interstimulus interval (ISI v ) and audiovisual configuration as factors. Each column shows the number of recording sessions having a significant dependency on ISI v , auditory configuration, and/or a two-way interaction out of our 61 recording sessions. The values in parentheses in the second and third columns correspond to the number of recording sessions (out of just the significant cases in the first column) having significant dependency on auditory configuration and interaction with ISI v , respectively. The number of significant recording sessions for each frequency band is indicated in separate rows. P-AP, response difference between preferred and antipreferred directions. Plots show responses to preferred (P) and antipreferred (AP) directions and the difference between these responses (P-AP). The unit recordings for each plot (P, AP, and P-AP) were 134, 128, and 83, respectively. In each plot, the dashed green, solid red, and solid blue curves correspond to visual-only (V), audiovisual (AV) shorter, and AV longer conditions, respectively. the population (i.e., for all units that responded significantly to the AM stimuli) PSTHs for the 20-ms ISI v conditions (Fig. 4) , the response duration of the shorter condition does not appear to be shorter than that for the longer condition. Our results are thus at odds with the predictions shown in Fig. 5A . Response durations for the shorter and longer auditory timings for all ISI v conditions are shown in Fig. 6 . These findings, similarly, do not conform to the prediction shown in Fig. 5B . Moreover, two-way ANOVA (visual ISI and auditory timing as factors) did not reveal any significant effect of auditory timing on the duration of neuronal responses (P: F 1,1572 ϭ 1.59, P ϭ 0.2078; AP: F 1,1563 ϭ 1.10, P ϭ 0.2951; P-AP: F 1,554 ϭ 0.12, P ϭ 0.7265). The interaction between visual ISI and auditory timing was also not significant (P: F 7,1572 ϭ 1.16, P ϭ 0.3205; AP: F 7,1563 ϭ 0.33, P ϭ 0.9388; P-AP: F 7,554 ϭ 0.61, P ϭ 0.7452). We also performed the same statistical analyses on the response durations estimated from just those unit recordings that showed significant interactions between time and audio- visual configuration (P, 16%; AP, 14%; AP, 6%). The average durations of neuronal responses from this subset were similar to the ones in Fig. 6 . The main effect of ISI v was significant (P Ͻ 0.05). However, the ANOVA test did not reveal any significant effect of auditory timing (P: F 1,276 ϭ 0.32, P ϭ 0.5706; AP: F 1,227 ϭ 0.01, P ϭ 0.9218; P-AP: F 1,25 ϭ 2.46, P ϭ 0.1295) or any two-way interactions (P: F 7,276 ϭ 0.8, P ϭ 0.5895; AP: F 7,227 ϭ 0.23, P ϭ 0.978; P-AP: F 7,25 ϭ 0.72, P ϭ 0.6598).
We also considered the possibility that other aspects of the temporal dynamics of neuronal responses (i.e., other than duration) might be influenced by auditory timing and that such changes might be seen more clearly in the frequency domain rather than in the time domain. To investigate this possibility, we performed a power spectra analysis (Bair et al. 1994 ) on the neuronal responses and then looked for significant interactions between frequency and audiovisual configuration (AV shorter, AV longer, and visual-only). These tests are analogous to those we did in the time domain. Across all ISI v s, the effects of frequency were found to be significant for 99.3% of the units in the P direction. The percentages of significant cases for AP and P-AP were 99.3 and 88.2%, respectively. These results simply confirmed that statistically significant neuronal responses to our visual stimuli can be observed in the frequency domain. Of these units that responded significantly to the AM stimuli on the basis of our power spectra analysis, we observed 7.3, 8.6, and 3.7% significant (P Ͻ 0.05) examples of auditory modulation (frequency ϫ audiovisual configuration) for P, AP, and P-AP, respectively. These percentages are smaller than those observed in the time domain and provide little evidence of modulation in the frequency domain. We thus have no evidence of any consistent auditory-induced change in the temporal dynamics of neuronal responses in area MT.
LFP dynamics. Figure 7 shows the mean normalized LFP activity (averaged across all recording sessions n ϭ 61) for the 20-and 160-ms ISI v conditions. Visual inspection of these results (together with the other ISI v conditions) reveals that responses to the P and AP directions are not substantially different. Similarly, when we compare spectrograms for P and AP directions, we do not observe a salient difference between wavelet-transformed (i.e., spectral) LFP amplitudes for these directions across different frequencies (Fig. 8) . These impressions are confirmed by a bootstrap analysis comparing P and AP directions for all visual ISIs and audiovisual configurations. In these analyses, we used the same parameters and significance criteria used to test for audiovisual interactions, as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. These analyses did not reveal a consistent difference between P and AP directions in either the raw LFP or the wavelet-transformed spectrograms. AM stimuli presented in both P and AP directions elicited a clear power increase for frequencies lower than 30 Hz. Although power changes for frequencies higher than 30 Hz are not as obvious in the spectrograms (Fig. 8) , another bootstrap analysis (looking for significant deviation from average baseline power) revealed that power in ␥ low-and high-frequency ranges (␥ 1 and ␥ 2 , respectively) was significantly increased after the presentation of AM stimuli moving in both directions (Fig. 9 ). We additionally tested whether the response duration (averaged and normalized) within each frequency band significantly depended on the duration of the visual motion. As revealed by one-way ANOVA (ISI v as factor) applied to the visual-only condition, the duration of LFP spectral amplitudes significantly varied with the duration of the physical stimulus for all frequency ranges examined (P and AP directions P Ͻ 0.0001).
The spectrograms for the two auditory timing conditions of 20-ms ISI v are also shown in Fig. 8 . The differences between the two auditory timing conditions can be clearly seen for frequencies lower than 30 Hz. We observed a reduction in the response duration for the shorter audiovisual condition relative to the longer condition: the response to the longer condition is relatively longer with a bias toward lower frequencies (Fig. 9 ). These changes are in agreement with the hypothesis that auditory timing can capture the timing of visual responses (Fig.  5) . To quantify these changes in LFP dynamics, we estimated the response durations for all ISI v s and auditory timing conditions used in our recording sessions (Fig. 10) . For the ␤and ␥-frequency bands, we consistently found that LFP response durations for the longer auditory timing were longer than for the shorter auditory timing. This effect of auditory timing was found to be significant (Table 2) . Auditory timing had a similar influence on the response durations in the ␣-frequency band when the ISI v was 20 ms (Fig. 9 ), but we did not observe a consistent effect for ␣-band LFP response durations computed in other ISI v conditions.
Audiovisual Interactions
Unlike what was found for spiking activity, the durations of the LFP responses (i.e., the duration of spectral amplitudes in ␤and ␥-frequency bands) to the short versus long audiovisual conditions were significantly different. Although these differences were seemingly in agreement with the auditory capture of visual response timing, we also observed clear LFP responses (unlike the case for spiking responses, Fig. 11A ) to auditory clicks presented in the absence of the visual stimuli (Fig. 11B ); hence this variation in response duration might correspond to variation in the duration of the auditory response rather than variation in the duration of the visual responses. To determine whether the differences between the LFP responses to the short and long audiovisual conditions were simply due to the addition of the auditory-evoked responses or whether these differences reflected nonlinear audiovisual interactions, we compared the raw LFP responses to combined stimulation (AV) with the summation of the unisensory responses (i.e., AV vs. AϩV). A significant difference between AV and AϩV indicates a nonlinear interaction (superadditive or subadditive) between the unisensory processes (Kayser et al. 2008; Mercier et al. 2013; Molholm et al. 2002; Stanford et al. 2005) . Our bootstrap analyses did not reveal any significant deviation of the audiovisual response from the summed unimodal responses for any specific time window or for any of the different visual ISI conditions examined. Moreover, neither did the bootstrap analysis applied to the wavelet-transformed LFP amplitudes for each frequency band reveal superadditive or subadditive effects consistent across all ISI v conditions. On the basis of these analyses, we cannot reject the conclusion that the observed differences in LFP dynamics (and the corresponding changes in the durations of ␤ and ␥ low-frequency amplitudes) simply reflect the additive superimposition of auditory and visual responses.
Control Recordings on Auditory LFPs
We also considered the possibility that auditory-evoked LFP responses might be due to physiological sources distant to MT. One candidate for a non-MT cellular source for the LFP is the "postauricular muscle response" (PAMR), which is electrical activity evoked in the muscle located just behind the ear (Benning 2011; O'Beirne and Patuzzi 1999) . The PAMR can be seen in EEG recordings (McDonald et al. 2013) but is not seen in intracranial recordings (Mercier et al. 2013) . Nevertheless, it is conceivable that the PAMR might have contaminated our recordings. To test this possibility, we performed a set of control recordings that more generally tested for sources distant from area MT, including physiological sources such as the PAMR, as well as nonphysiological electrical sources (see DISCUSSION) . In these control experiments, we recorded electrical activity 1 mm below the dural surface (Fig. 12) . Unlike electrical activity generated within (or near) MT (typically~10 mm below the dural surface), electrical artifacts and the PAMR (as well as other physiological sources with widespread detect-ability) should be observed outside of MT. We found no hint of significant modulation outside of area MT.
DISCUSSION
Consistent with earlier studies using similar visual AM stimuli, we found that the average firing rate of area MT neurons was tuned for the visual interstimulus interval (ISI v ) between the individual frames of AM stimuli. Since ISI v and speed covaried in these stimuli, this result is also consistent with speed tuning. We tested the hypothesis that this rate-based tuning reflected the perceived ISI v /speed as modulated by accompanying brief auditory events ("clicks"), which have been shown to perceptually capture the timing of visual stimuli in human psychophysical experiments. Contrary to that hypothesis, we did not find that the addition of clicks or their timing had a significant impact on ISI tuning. Assuming that the monkeys in our experiments perceived the temporal ventriloquism illusion (see below), our findings suggest that (within the context of the audiovisual interactions examined here) ISI v tuning in area MT reflects not the perceived ISI v but rather the physical ISI between AM frames.
Additionally, we tested the hypothesis that the duration (i.e., from neuronal onset to offset) of spiking responses reflected the perceived rather than the physical timing of visual stimuli. Specifically, we predicted that the shorter and longer audiovisual conditions would result in shorter and longer response durations, respectively. Whereas we found that sounds had a significant (i.e., at an above-chance level), if weak, influence on the dynamics of some neurons, we did not find a significant difference in the durations of neuronal responses to the shorter versus longer audiovisual conditions. Unlike the case for spiking activity, we found robust duration differences between the LFP responses to the shorter and longer audiovisual stimuli. Moreover, these duration differ-ences matched the differences in perceptual duration implied by human psychophysical experiments. We also observed, however, the same pattern of LFP response duration differences to the auditory stimuli presented alone. Moreover, on average, LFP responses were consistent with the linear summation of auditory and visual responses. Our findings thus argue against the hypothesis that auditory timing altered the duration of visual responses.
Area MT and Speed Perception
There is abundant evidence that cortical area MT is involved in speed perception in both human and nonhuman primates. In humans, MTϩ (the presumed human homolog of area MT and MST) is preferentially activated during speed discrimination tasks (Huk and Heeger 2000) . In nonhuman primates, area MT neurons have been found to be speed tuned (Maunsell and Van Essen 1983; Perrone and Thiele 2001) . Moreover, speed discrimination is impaired in nonhuman primates in which area MT has been lesioned (Newsome and Paré 1988; Orban et al. 1995; Rudolph and Pasternak 1999) , and microstimulation of area MT alters speed perception (Liu and Newsome 2005) . Of relevance to the present study, visual stimulus manipulations (e.g., of contrast, stimulus size, and spatial frequency) affecting the perception of speed in human subjects have been found to also modulate the responses of neurons in area MT of passively fixating macaques (Boyraz and Treue 2011; Priebe and Lisberger 2004) . On the basis of these types of findings, it is a matter of continuing debate as to whether simple decoding schemes of area MT responses (such as labeled lines) are sufficient to account for the perception of speed (Brooks et al. 2011; Krekelberg et al. 2006a Krekelberg et al. , 2006b Priebe and Lisberger 2004; Thompson 1982) .
Whereas early characterizations of direction and speed selectivity in area MT used visual stimuli that moved continuously (Albright 1984; Dubner and Zeki 1971; Maunsell and Van Essen 1983) , more recent studies typically used visual monitors in which real motion is mimicked by successive changes in the luminance of stationary pixels. The motion produced this way is a type of AM whereby successively activated spatially separated stimuli yield the illusion of motion (Kolers 1972; Korte 1915) . If the spatial and temporal intervals are small enough, however, AM cannot be readily distinguished from continuous motion (Watson et al. 1986 ). Consistent with this perceptual equivalence, the results of neurophysiological studies of directional tuning in area MT that have used monitors to elicit an illusion of continuous motion agree (e.g., Stoner and Albright 1992) with the earlier studies that used "real" or continuous motion (e.g., Albright 1984) . AM stimuli with larger spatial and temporal intervals, such as used in our present study, although eliciting a clear sense of visual motion, can, however, be readily distinguished from continuous motion. Studies before ours have found that area MT neurons are direction and speed tuned for these types of AM stimuli (Mikami 1991; Mikami et al. 1986a) . For stimuli with a fixed spatial jump (such as in our study), speed is determined by the ISI, with smaller ISIs corresponding to higher speeds.
As mentioned above, it has previously been found that visual stimulus manipulations that impact the perception of speed in humans also impact the speed tuning of area MT neurons in passively fixating monkeys. Our present study can be viewed as an extension of those studies, except that we asked whether auditory manipulations that affect the perception of speed in humans similarly impact MT responses. Moreover, unlike in those previous studies, we used AM stimuli in which changes in the perception of speed may be determined by changes in perceived ISI between visual frames.
Do Monkeys Perceive the Illusion?
Previous studies demonstrated that humans systematically misperceive the speed and/or ISIs of audiovisual stimuli like those used in the present study (Freeman and Driver 2008; Kafaligonul and Stoner 2010) . Moreover, using different paradigms (e.g., spatial ventriloquism), previous studies have also shown that monkeys experience audiovisual illusions similar to those of humans and suggest that cross-modal interactions are a basic aspect of the central nervous system and perceptual processing (Bremen et al. 2017; Kopčo et al. 2009; Woods and Recanzone 2004) . It is possible of course that the monkeys in our experiments were insensitive to the temporal ventriloquism illusion used in our study. One candidate reason for such insensitivity is the difference in attentional requirements between the human psychophysical experiments and the nonhu-man neurophysiological experiments: human subjects were required to attend to the audiovisual stimuli (to make speed or temporal judgments), whereas monkeys were only required to fixate. Although we cannot rule out that possibility, there are several reasons for believing that attention may not be required for this illusion. First, robust neuronal audiovisual interactions are found in the absence of attention (Meredith et al. 1987) . Second, attention has been shown to have little effect on multisensory integration of audiovisual stimuli that are temporally discrete, such as those in the present study (Donohue et al. 2015) . Third, and of direct relevance to the present study, Freeman and Driver (2008) explicitly tested and rejected the hypothesis that this type of audiovisual motion illusion works by attracting attention to specific visual intervals. Fourth, Kafaligonul and Stoner (2012) have found evidence that auditory timing impacts the processing of AM stimuli at the early "motion-energy" stage rather than via modification of attentional tracking. Nevertheless, although attention may not be required for audiovisual interactions to occur (Donohue et al. 2015) , there is evidence that attention can have a modulatory influence on certain types of audiovisual interactions in space and time (Chen and Vroomen 2013) . Verification of the per- ceptual effects in macaques during simultaneous neuronal recording is required to settle this issue with certainty.
Possible Artifactual Origin of Auditory LFPs
Given the dissociation between spiking activity and the LFP in response to sounds, we considered the possibility that the LFPs elicited by the sounds in our experiments might have a source other than area MT. We considered three possible alternative sources: 1) electrical sources (from the speakers producing the click), 2) physiological sources distant to MT, and 3) changes in visual input secondary to eye movements elicited by the clicks.
The possibility that the auditory LFP might be an electrical artifact arising from the speakers producing the clicks is strongly argued against by the timing of the auditory LFP, which had a latency of 40 -60 ms relative to the onset of clicks but would have been nearly instantaneous if it were an electrical artifact. Furthermore, our control experiments ruled out electrical artifacts and other physiological sources with widespread detectability such as PAMR. On the other hand, we cannot definitively rule out the possibility that the LFP originated, in part, from adjacent cortical areas or at the very least from different cortical layers than the spiking activity (Kajikawa and Schroeder 2011). For instance, these auditory LFPs may have conceivably arisen from adjacent areas such as area MST, or even more distant auditory areas within the superior temporal gyrus.
We also considered a possible role for eye movements. Specifically, it is conceivable that the clicks resulted in small (i.e., within our fixation window) eye movements that resulted in small changes in the visual input. There are several arguments against this interpretation. First, the latencies of the auditory LFPs were too short to be a result of a change in visual input due to eye movements. We would expect a minimum saccade latency of 70 ms [for "express" saccades, see Fischer and Boch (1983) ] plus the latency of the visual responses to these stimuli (typically over 50 ms to these stimuli, Fig. 1 ), the sum of which far exceeds the LFP latencies of 40 -60 ms. Second, we would have expected spiking responses to be similarly modulated, whereas significant modulation of spiking activity was only seen in a small number of recordings and this modulation did not parallel that seen in the LFP. Third, we found no consistent and meaningful difference in the mean or standard deviation of eye position between the different audiovisual configuration conditions.
Dissociation Between Spiking and LFP Responses
Although we found only very weak modulation of area MT spiking activity by sounds, we found robust auditory LFPs. Moreover, the weak modulation that we did observe in spiking activity did not parallel that seen in the LFP. As discussed above, our control experiments ruled out artifactual electrical sources as well as physiological sources distant from area MT. Dissociations between LFP and spiking activity are now well established (Denker et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2005; Maier et al. 2008; Mendoza-Halliday et al. 2014) . Within the primary visual cortex, the relationship between spiking activity and the LFP has, for example, been found to be context dependent (Maier et al. 2008) . Within area MT, Mendoza-Halliday et al. (2014) found that the LFP, but not spiking activity, was linked with short-term memory. One way to reconcile these discrepancies follows from the evidence that the LFP reflects not changes in the average firing rate but changes in neuronal synchrony (Denker et al. 2011) . The auditory LFPs we observed might thus reflect auditory-induced changes in synchrony, which might, in turn, underlie changes in the perceived timing of the visual stimuli.
In the present study, another interesting dissociation between spiking and LFP activities was in directional selectivity. For AM with visual ISIs Ͻ100 ms, most MT recordings exhibited a significant difference in response magnitude between P and AP directions. However, this was not the case for the LFP. The LFP responses to our AM stimuli were robust, but there was no difference between P and AP directions across the different frequency ranges examined here. Conversely, Liu and Newsome (2006) , using more salient and longer-duration motion stimuli (random dots with fully coherent motion), found that LFP activity can be tuned to speed especially for frequencies at and above the ␥-band. The absence of LFP directional selectivity in our study is plausibly due to the use of weaker, and much briefer, stimulation (3-frame AM). Another potential factor in the differences in our two sets of findings, is that we, unlike Liu and Newsome, used a hardware band-pass filter (3-90 Hz), which may have resulted in a relative reduction in the ␥-band power, within which directional selectivity was most apparent in Liu and Newsome's study.
Although plausible rationales, as well as precedent, for dissociation of spiking and LFP activity can be advanced, we cannot rule out the possibility (as suggested above) that the observed dissociations arose because of the LFP having, in part, a nonlocal origin (Kajikawa and Schroeder 2011) .
Auditory Evoked Potentials over Visual Cortex
Our findings indicate that auditory-alone stimulation evoked LFPs within (or nearby, if we allow for spreading of the signal from nearby areas) visual area MT. These findings are in general agreement with neuroimaging studies that have found auditory influences in human area MTϩ. Although most such studies of audiovisual interactions have emphasized the modulation of visual responses in visual cortex by auditory stimuli, there is recent evidence of direct activation of visual cortex by auditory stimuli. Both EEG (Naue et al. 2011 ) and subdural (Mercier et al. 2013 ) recordings from human visual cortex revealed auditory evoked potentials over visual cortex. In agreement with the findings reported here, these studies found that brief auditory stimulation resulted in a power increase in mostly the ␤and early ␥-frequency ranges. Together with recent evidence, our study supports the notion that auditory stimulation may evoke activity within cortical areas that have been characterized as exclusively visual.
